Hall A Counting House Renovation

Ole Hansen
Jefferson Lab
SBS Weekly Meeting
23 Aug 2021
Tasks

- Remove old console desks, racks, shelving and unneeded cabling
- Repaint walls
- Close floor openings & seal gaps
- Add power circuits & outlets
- Wall-mount TVs
- Set up consoles
- Run network cabling
- Configure PCs
- Restore auxiliary furniture

We're here
Back room Aug 22, 2021: PCs set up, cabled, not yet networked & configured
Front room, Aug 22, 2021: All but 2 PCs set up, cabled, not yet networked & configured
Remaining tasks

• Set up remaining 2 PCs in front room (1/2 day)
• Network cabling (on order/in progress, mostly functional end of week)
• Configure PCs (1 week)
• Back room wall-mount TV (2–3 weeks FML, not essential, will be late)
• Restore auxiliary furniture (not critical, as time permits, few days)
• ETA: Ready for use Aug 31, with a little fine-tuning left to do